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some spectacular vistas and quite possibly the best
sea cruising on the world.
Chartering a boat is definitely the best way to ex
plore Croatian Adriatic Sea and its coastline, which
spreads for over than 1700km, with beautiful Medi
terranean towns (some are older than 3000 years) and
variety of cultural heritage. Untouched nature, as the
prime Croatian attraction, is ideal place for rest and

Yacht Patronice
Croatian Adriatic
Astronauts have claimed that the Adriatic Sea, with
its limestone sea floor, is the bluest place on Earth.
The Croatian coast, is home to one of the largest
archipelagos in the Mediterranean. On the fringe
there are islands, 1246 of them by one count, scattered like marbles. Of those, a spare 67 are inhabited
and many are smaller than three acres. This makes for

relaxation. Many isolated bays with beautiful beaches
with unspoilt landscapes will provide so much needed peace and silence.
Your welcome will be crystal clear sea, heavenly
beaches, unique islands, pleasant locals, home cooking and quality vines. You will enjoy the smell of lavender, beauty of old olive trees and sweet melody
of crickets.

Our classic 22m wooden motor sailer – gulet, was
handcrafted by skilled Turkish “usta” in 1999. She is
a perfect strength match of red pine, okume, sapeli and iroko wood.
During 2007 she has been completely refitted
where all details have been meticulously redone. She
has been turned into a cozy family cruising yacht with
a lot of space on deck and in the cabins for a comfortable stay onboard.
Two masts with four sails could harness fair winds
for smooth gliding over crisp clear Adriatic.
A reliable and powerful Caterpillar 320HP engine
could output almost 11 knots making her one of the
fastest gulet on the Adriatic.

Accommodation consists of six cabins with double bed, wardrobe stowage and en-suite shower/WC
with cold/warm water. Each cabin has 220/12V illu
mination and 220V AC socket.
Cabins are provided with a selected fine quality li

nen, blankets, and bath towels.
Spacious 12 square meters saloon comprises com
fortable sitting area with large table and bar corner
with fridges where alcohol and soft drinks could be

served. Saeco machine for best quality free coffee,
music/DVD/TV, laptop with internet connection are
installed for your convenience. Saloon and both corridors area are airconditioned.
Shore access is provided by quality chrome/mahogany 4.5m gangway with handrail. While bathing
fine sea ladders facilitate easy boarding from the sea
and use of convenient deck shower.
On the fore deck there is sunbathing and relaxing
area with 12 floatable mattresses.
The most sought after place on our yacht Patro
nice is spacious stern shaded by boom-mounted
navy blue awning. Here is a large dinning mahogany
table with 12 teak wood chairs for convenient open
seating dining. On the even stern end there are loun
ges for relaxation and reading after having delicious
cuisine and wine.
We take you to dreamlike little islands, pictures
que villages surrounded by thick pine tree forests,
the most beautiful bays, secluded coves and ancho
rages along the coast.
Spend the day cruising, sailing or sunbathing. You
may swim, fish, surf, snorkel in the turquoise and crystal clear Adriatic. We suggest you exploratory treks
and walks on which we can escort you, if you wish,

to explore ancient ruins, visit typical coastal villages, stroll through little harbour towns or just go for a
walk in the shade of thick pine tree forests. We give
you some interesting insight as to the Croatian way
of life. We organize land excursions, water sports and

other sport activities.
We serve you the most delicious dishes of traditional Croatian/Mediterranean cuisine which is freshly
prepared and served onboard in an attractive ambi-

rate trainings, team buildings, seminars, board meetings, conferences, marketing events, incentives etc.
Sporadically we could offer cabin charter cruises
where couples or singles are welcome to book single cabins.

ance. Our repeat guests confirm that this variety and
abundance cannot easily be found in any restaurant
around. As a matter of course we also fulfill special
menu requests, meet your requirements as to special diets or other personal restrictions and offer you
individual menu proposals.
Families or groups of friends can book their own
private yacht for holidays, honeymoons, anniversaries and many other happy occasions.
A cruise onboard our yacht is a perfect way to praise
your corporate management and/or successful selling
team. This dream cruise could be a platform for corpo-

Whatever kind of cruise is suitable for you, wherever you wish to go, whatever you wish to see or do –
we are at your service for any kind of individual cruise
arrangement. We work out the appropriate itinerary
for your cruise according to your individual wish and
centre of your interests.
During a cruise charter of a week or two you can sit
back and relax whilst your experienced and friendly
crew cares for all the rest. We care for safety and cleanliness on board.

Owner on board –
you are well taken care of
We run the yacht personally with our selected crew
being highly committed to our guests’ satisfaction.
English, German and Italian are spoken.

We make sure that you can enjoy one of the most
relaxing, eventful and stress-free holidays at the same
time making each one of our guests feel like spending
his holidays on his own private yacht.
The combination of all these beauties together with a very pleasant cruise onboard our wooden
yacht Patronice will make your dream of holidays of
a lifetime come true.
Welcome aboard!
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